Alteration in lymphocyte recognition repertoire during aging. II. Changes in the expressed T-cell receptor repertoire in aged mice and the persistence of that change after transplantation to a new differentiative environment.
Changes in the T-lymphocyte alloreceptor repertoire associated with aging by exploring the frequency of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte precursors (CTLp) available for activation by various major histocompatibility complex (MHC) haplotypes in mice of different ages have been investigated. There was no consistent pattern of change in CTLp frequencies. Thus, for instance, while the frequency of responder C57B1/6 CTLp for ATH alloantigen decreased with age, the frequency for C3H alloantigen increased. There was no significant change in the overall frequency of splenic CTLp (assessed irrespective of antigen specificity). No evidence was found that CTL produced by activated CTLp of aged mice were less specific in their lytic capacity that CTL produced by CTLp of young mice. However, by assaying responder CTLp cultures at limiting dilution we obtained evidence that the "burst size" (mean lytic capacity per responder well assayed at limiting dilution) was diminished with age of the donor of the CTLp pool. Furthermore, we obtained evidence that the apparent affinity of CTL for their target antigen was consistently decreased when those effector cells were derived from a pool of CTLp of aged mice. All of these changes reflected in mature T cells derived from aged mice were already apparent in the bone marrow stem cell pool of aged individuals and were not due to environmental influences alone, as assessed by the phenotype of T cells derived from young or old bone marrow stem cells transplanted to young or aged recipient mice. A final study has examined evidence for more subtle changes in the T-cell alloreceptor repertoire, reflecting heterogeneity in young or aged mice in the recognition repertoire associated with a given antigenic specificity. By preparing F1 anti (parent anti-F1)-suppressor cells directed against CTL from young parental mice (a, b, c), or aged parental mice (x, y, z), we have explored the heterogeneity in the anti-C3H alloreceptor repertoire in individual young or aged C57B1/6 mice. Suppression by immunized F1 animals was assessed in tissue culture (inhibition of mixed lymphocyte culture (MLC) responses) or in vivo (inhibition of lethal GvHD induced by inoculation of parental lymphocytes into sublethally irradiated F1 hybrid mice). Irrespective of the assay system used, the data suggests that the receptor repertoire of aged T lymphocytes uses recognition structures different from those of young individuals, and that there is less individual-to-individual variation in the receptor repertoire of aged mice than in young mice.